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Emma "Raven" Lopez can't take it anymore. She has to run away. If being torn from her mother at

an early age isn't bad enough, living with her evil aunt who practically has kept her prisoner is even

worse.At seventeen-years-old, Raven can fend for herself or at least she hopes since she's stolen

her aunt's car and is making a run for it. What should be a simple drive, turns into a night to

remember when she gets in a car accident.All she can remember is the mist that blinded her sight

and the silhouette of the figure that ran in front of her car. That's when she wakes up and realizes

she is being held captive by a werewolf.Not just any werewolf, the prince of all werewolves. A

handsome, debonair werewolf with horrible temper and one thing on his mind: making her his

mate.Raven refuses at first, but will his charms work on her or will she stay strong enough to escape

from the pack? And most importantly, will Raven fulfill her destiny, a destiny she's not ready to

accept?
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This book was horrible. Not worth paying for, not even worth the time I wasted trying to finish

reading the book. Obviously I couldn't finish reading it because it was so bad.

I tried to like this book. I really did. But there are just too many flaws. I'll list just a couple of them to

start: Jaden is the hero of this story and supposed to be strong yet he cowers to his mother and is

always trying to speak so gently and calm to his people...hello you are the one in charge, the one

they fear and respect. Grow a pair and put your foot down. There is no need to bend to your brother

and mothers will. Second, you hurt Raven twice and no one addressed this...like at all. In fact, at

one point Jaden states how he broke Ravens hand or at the very least fractured it....no one brought

it up after. Like it was as if the whole scene didn't happen... Third, the author switched things up

(example) in the very beginning when the police officer comes up to the car Raven at first says how

she thought it was Ethan and rolled the window down. Yet the next page it says how she knew it

was the police officer the whole time, even the dialogue changed... that is the only one I can

remember in detail off the top of my head though I know there were more cases. Fourth, I do not

recall how the two leads fell in love. One page he is throwing her to the ground because she

slapped him which is domestic abuse might I add and the next they are so in love...all I thought the

whole time was that this girl has Stockholm syndrome. And let's not forget about the mother...like

did she just stop caring about her mother because she suddenly stops thinking about her one third

of the way through the book. There are many other things wrong as well but honestly it's tiring to

continue at this point. The main thing is that the story did not flow what so ever. I did not feel

connected at all. Like, events happened that do not make sense. How did we get from A to B all the

way to S. Plus, how can Raven fall in love and want to stay when she is constantly doubting the

people around her. It is clear she is being hated and even slightly feared and manipulated but she is

brushing this all under the table. They constantly say how sweet and honey like the mother, miss

Queens, voice is yet her actions and the things she say are clearly that of a b****. Even her own son

is fearful and submits to her...reall bada** aren't ya there Jaden. If this is the case then why do we

continue to say how great and powerful the queen is? And for all your hope about loving Raven you

sure are quick to bow down to your mom instead of standing strong in defending her. Ugh, okay, I'm

truly down now I just had to rant because well this book is truly horrible in the sense that things were

written to be wrote not as a story but as a let me write whatever is on my mind. If this was a first or

even second draft j would say good job but keep trying. This should most definitely not have been

the published version. My words my seem harsh but they are facts and anyone with some sense



who reads this can see the flaws that I have seen. I do enjoy way Emily writes though, in a way, so I

sincerely hope she continues as long as as she continues to improve.

The storyline was okay but the wordage, timeline and details were a bit disappointing. If it were

better written I would have given it a higher rating. Not going to continue on to the next book, I found

myself skipping paragraphs that seemed to be repetitive and unnecessary.

It was a romance that took a turn for the worst in my opinionHad a huge cliff hangerI would not

suggest this sorry

The story was okay, but I felt it lacked a lot of depth in terms of the history. I was confused sort of as

to what Raven is, and honestly, I felt the writing was a bit, I don't know, childish? A lot of things were

repeated and simple actions like bringing dinner into the living room and the reason why in 3

different ways was very weird. The story had potential, but it needs a lot of improvement. Also, I feel

like nothing was explained about Jaden or any of the other characters, so they seemed very one

dimensional to me. Also, I felt like the whole wedding thing was pointless, and cannot understand

why she would even be okay with it.

After everything that happen on the book I feel I would be most kind for Raven to die. I finish the

book wishing I hadn't.I wouldn't recommend it to others, but that is just me.

A Jumbled mess, that is extremely choppy with no plot to speak of and a childish hero. Waste of

time

5 star's, really enjoyed this story, grabbed me from beginning to end, a little short on story, ended

abruptly, really enjoyed the characters, especially raven, feisty, jadan was all male....the two just

had to be with each other...lol cant wait for the next one in the series..a must read..
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